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Impeccably renovated and located for lifestyle, this designer home offers immediate enjoyment on Bayside’s doorstep.

The perfect family retreat, it showcases a spacious two-storey layout with living and accommodation options on each

level. Discreetly set beyond high fencing, the surroundings are exceptionally private and secure yet just footsteps from

sought after amenities.Leafy landscaping sets the tone for superior low maintenance living, while a classic grey and white

colour scheme exudes style and sophistication. Chic matt-finished floorboards flow through generous living and dining

zones to a stunning Carrara marble kitchen, the heart of the home it features quality appliances, twin dishdrawers, Blum

cabinetry, and a walk-in pantry. The laundry doubles as a butler’s-style space with a second oven, as well as additional

bench/cupboard space.   Large picture windows frame beautifully presented and highly functional outdoor areas,

providing even more space to live and entertain. Follow the sun with a gorgeous north-facing front yard paved for parking

and play, and an al fresco deck to the rear. Elevated to catch afternoon rays and protected by a sleek shade-sail, this

invaluable space also sits alongside a BBQ area.Inside, a ground level bedroom and lavish two-way bathroom is ideal for

guests or a tranquil home-office, while the newly carpeted upstairs features a spacious retreat, three further bedrooms

(built-in robes), and two more bathrooms. The main-suite is luxuriously large with a lovely leafy aspect, and flaunts a wall

of custom robes, and a fully-tiled en suite. Other highlights include acoustically treated thickened glass (front windows),

an electric clothes drying system (laundry), extensive attic storage, ducted heating, reverse cycle air conditioning and

auto-gated for two large carspaces. Designer detailed with premium finishes, this value-packed property is ready to move

straight in and start soaking up the easy-care lifestyle, and family convenience. With the bus stop just metres away,

restaurants, and specialty food stores across the road, a selection of schools, public transport options, shops and parkland

within minutes, and Bayside beaches close by, this is an exceptional spot to call home.For more information about this

contemporary family residence please contact Guy St Leger on 0411 861 666 at Buxton Brighton.


